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A B ST R A C T . The Raiiian spoolra of ortlio and mota. diolilorolxui/ono in diflorcnt slativs 
and at difR'ront toiup(>ratiiroR )iav<' plio1ogra])lH'<l and compared \vitl» each otlier and
with that duo to p*diohlorobouz(‘no. In tlie case of the oiDio coinpomid Iwo linos at 40H 
and 487 onr  ̂ du(‘ to tli<* mode eoaleset' to form one m1<'ns(‘ lim‘ at 478 <mii ' and tlio lino 
at 433 cm*' bocomos woaki'r wbon tlio substance is soliddh'd and cooltsl down io I8(ri\ 
These changes hav̂ e boiai cxplaimsl by attnbutim: i IkO ijm' at 487 cm ' to a carbon ring 
viliration in a single molecub  ̂ while tlû  lino at 4ti8 cn r‘ to tlio same N ihratiou in a, dimor. 
In tlio case of the ruota ooiu]>oimd some of tlâ  linos disappoai witli sohditioahon and tli<»s(' 
results hav(̂  been also explained by assuming tla' |)ros(‘not‘ ol diimas as well as monomors 
m tlielnjuid state and only dimi'rs in the sidal state oftls' substance. 4'be Hainan lines fine 
to C —H valence oseillaj-ion become sharper with solidifiea.1 ion so that (ho linos 30(}*J and 
3080 enr' arc resolved from <*ach othoi’.

Tho new lines m the low*-frequency region are diifm’ont for the (wo substaiieos. At a 
temperature of —00 C, tlû  crystal of ortho dichlorob('ii/(‘ia‘ ]uodiices a singh' new* line 
at 25 enr* w'hilo the crystal of m-diehlorolH'ii/.eiK' proilueos (wo [>road hands at 50 and 
81 cm ' respectively. When the tianperaturcMs lowiaed to ISO (\ tho Imo at 25 cm ' of
9-C0D4OI2 crystal disappears but three new* Jmos apfawir at 08, 81 and 02 (‘in ' res[)t‘(‘lively. 
For similar change of temperature of the meta ooiujaamd a- now Imo appi'ars at 35 »*m tlio 
band at 50 cm**' sjibts up into two lm(‘s at 50 and 01 om * and tlioliiK' Si orn ' sliilts to 
89 CTir-i. It is pointed out that although tJios(‘ two mohs-uh's liavo smallor numlau* of symme
try elements than the p-diehlorohonzono niuleeule, the numher of the n«‘Ŵ lines m tho low 
frequency region is much larger in tho latter ease. Tlio significam‘(* of tlw'so nssulls has boim 

discussed.

1 N T H O D U V T J 0 X

The Raman spectra of paradichlorobonztuu* in ilu‘ solid state Inivc ougaged 
the attention of a large number of workers (Vuks, 193h; Sirkar and Oupta, lOdfi; 
Venkateswaran, 1938; Ronsset, 1948; Korshunov, ]9o0; Nuraiii and Saksena, 
1951 and Ray, 1951). Rousset (1948) assigned the new lines in the low-frequency
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n^gii)n to the different modes of angular oscillation of the molecules about three 
ax(is in the (Tystal lattice. Korshunov (1950) attributed the origin of three of 
th(̂  nine su(?h lines observed by him to the translational oscillations whic;h are 
ordinarily forbidden at room temperature but appear at low temperature, while 
Narain and Saksena (1951) postulated the existence of two different crystal modi
fications to explain the origin of two different sets of low-frecpiency lines observed 
by them in the ease of two specimens. In one of these modifications they assumed 
the existence of free rotation of the molecules about an axis. Ray (1951) observed 
Unit the Raman spectrum in low-frequency region of ^^-dicldorobenzene crystal 
is identic^al for an a])proximately single crystal and a polycrystalline mass of the 
substanc^e, but the spectrum is altered if the crystal is once cooled down to a few 
degrees below 0 °C and then broughi. back to room temperaturci again. On analys
ing the data given l)y different authors , Ray (1951) concluded that these low- 
frequency lines of p-(jqH^G\2 crystal ciannot be attributed to the angular oscillations 
of molecules in the field of simple Van der Waals’ force of crystal lattic^e. The 
results of ultraviolet absorption spectra of this compound obtained by Sirkar 
and Sw'amy (1953) lend further support to the conclusion arrived at by Ray 
(1951). The absorption bands of crystals of ^-C6H4C1.2 become extremely sharp 
at low temperatures. They concluded from these results that angular oscillations 
of the molecules cease at low temperature. The intensity of the low-frequency 
lines does not diminish, however, with lowering of temperature. From a com
parison of the results of the investigations on the Raman spectra with those 
on ultraviolet absorption spectra, Swamy (1953) concluded tiiat the low-fre
quency lines in the ease of P-O6H4OI2 cannot be due to the angular oscillations of 
the molecules in the crystal lattice.

The suggestion put forward by Korshunov (1950) can be tested by studying 
the Raman spectra in the low-frequency region of a few suitably chosen substi
tuted benzene compounds. If his interpretation for the origin of three low-fre
quency lines be correct, we would expect the number of low-frequency lines to 
be larger in the Raman spectra of crystals of ortho and meta dichlorobenzene 
than in the case of jo-dichlorobenzene in the solid state, because in the former 
two cases the unit cell has no centre of symmetry and the translational oscillations 
of the lattice are allowed. On the other hand, Sirkar and Swamy (1952) observed, 
while studying the ultraviolet absorption spectra of o-dichlorobenzene at low 
temperatures, that the influence of intermolecular field on the molecules of this 
substance is strong enough to split up the electronic energy levels into three 
components. In the case of m-dichlorobenzene also similar resuls are expected. 
Fxu*ther, the Raman spectra of these two substances in the vapour state have been 
studied by Sponer and Kirby-Smith (1941). The data published by them 
indicate that some of the strong lines due to molecular vibrations of these two 
compounds are absent in the Raman spectra of the substences in the vapour 
state.
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The object of the present investigation was to find out wliother similar changes 
take place in the Raman spectra of the two substances with the (;hange from li(iui<l 
to solid phase and whether tlie ndative positions of the two halogen atoms in tlie 
molecule have any influence on tlie number and intensity of the new lines which 
appear in the low-frequency region with the solidification of these substances.

E X P E R I M E N T A L

The liquids ortho and meta dichhwbenzeue were supplied by B. D. H. 
Laboratory and 8(;liucliardt C<1), Ltd. respectively and they were of chemically 
pure variety. They were again distilled in vacuum before every exjiosure. The 
Raman lines of these liquids were, as usual, compared with those obtained by 
previous workers in order to test the purity of the sampÛ s. The Ranum s])ectra 
of the substances in the solid state at dilfarent̂  low temperatur(‘.s were r(H*orded in 
the same way as described in previous papers (Biswas, I9r>4u, 1954/>), Jn all 
cases the sjiectra were photographed on Ilford Zcnitli plat(*s with th(’ ludp of a 
Fuess glass spectrograph having dispersion of about 11 A" in th(̂  4047 A‘region. 
The microphotometer records vver(‘ taken with a Kipp and Z(uien tyjie self-recording 
Moll rnicjrophotometer.

R E S U L T S  A N D  D I S C U S S I O N

Tables I and II contain the calculated Raman shifts of th(' substances both 
in the liquid state and in the solid state at diflenmt low tern])eratures. The tables 
also include for comparison the Raman shifts of the substances in the liquid phase 
as observed by Swaine and Murray (1933). Microphotometrie records showing 
the intensities of the low-frequency lines in relation to lhat. due to some 
molecular vibration and also showing the relative intensities of some of the 
molecular vibrations in different states have been reproduced in figures 1,2,3 and 4 
(Plates IVA, IVB).

(a) I n i r a m o h e v l a r  o s c i l la t io n  s :

From Table I it is found that the lines at 698 (0), 780 (1 ), 9:M(0), 1970 (0 ) 
and 1460 (0 ) observed in the i>resent investigation for the li<iuid state of ortfio 
dichlorobenzeno have not been reported by the previous workers. Similarly 
Table II shows that meta dichlorobcnzene in the liquid stat^ yields a few extra 
Raman lines at 7 4 4  (0), 773 (3), 872 (0), 891 (I) 934 (1) and 2983 (1) em b The 
spectrograms of the present investigation have been probably exposed for a longer 
period and hence some feeble lines have appeared in them. The extra lino 
at 7 7 3  cm~i is, however, quite intense and it is difficult to understand 
why it was not reported earlier. On the other hand, a few feeble lines reported 
by earlier workers in the ease of meta dichlorobenzene cannot be traced in the 
spectrograms obtained in the present inve,stigation. These lines are at 1018 (0), 
1456 (0), 1544 (0) Axd 1625 (0) cm-» respectively.
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TABLE I

Orthoflichlorobenzene, o-CgH4Cl2 
Av in cm~‘

Vapour L iquid Solid (Present author)
Hponor & Swaine & Present author A t about A t - -180°C

Smith (1941) Murray (1933) -60X
25 (3) k “

6 8 (2 ) k
81 (3) e,k

92 ( lb ) k

154 ( 1 0 ) 150 ( 1 0 b)_Le,k 154 (3) o,k 157 (4) e,k

194 (w) 203 (3) 204 (4)± o,k ! 2 0 0 ( l ) e 2 0 0 ( 1 ) 0

239 (It.) 243 (3 l.)± v ,± k 1 251 (lb) e,k : 251 (lb)o,k

300 (tn) 330 (Ob) 333 (3) 1 o,k 335 (0 )o,k
1

335 (0 )e,k

434 (vw) 430 ( 1 ) 433 (6 )-(-..,k,i 433 (2 )0 ,k , 433 (l)o,k

469 ( 1 ) 468 (5b)i_».,k 478 (3 b)e,k : 478 (4)0,k

4S7 (m) 483 (3) 487 (7b)e,k 1
1

664 (m) 658 (5) 661 (8 ) J e,k,i 661 (3 )e,k 6 6 1 (3),o,k

698 (0 )e
1

7()0 (w) ; 756 (Ob) 750 (2 b)e,k 750 (0 )e,k } 75() (0 )o,k

1
780 (l)o,k 780 (0 )v 780 (0)0

' 8 6 0 (It.) 855 (0)0

934 (0)0

1 0 2 0
1

( 1 ) 1 0 2 1 (3b)e,k 1 0 2 1 (0) P,k 1 0 2 1 (0 )o k

1036 (Bt) 1041 ( 1 0 ) 1041 ( 1 0 )e,k 1041 (4) e,k ! 1041 (6 )0 ,k,!
1
i
1

1070 lO)e

1133 (st) 1 1129 ((•>) 1134 (8 )e,k,i 1134 (3b)e,k 1 1134 (4b)e,k

' 1 1 6 0 (lb) 1159 (3)e,k 1159 (0 b)o,k 1159 (lb)e,k

1271 (W) 1274 (lb) 1276 (3).,,k 1276 (0 )o,k 1276 (0 )o,k

i
1382 (l)o,k '

= 1460 (0)0
1

1598 (w) 1577 (4) 1574 (8 )o,k 1574 (3)e.k , 1574 (4)o,k

1607 (Ob) 1601
j

(0 )0 i
11

2994 (») 1 3004 (0 )e,k 3004 (0 )e,k 1 3004 (l)o,k

3082 (at) 3073 (1 0 ) I 3067 (8 )o,k,i , 3070 (6 )e,k,i 3070 (8b) e,k,i

3150 (w) 3146 (3) 3145 (l)o,k ! 3145 (0 )e.k 3145 (0 )e,k

(Tho letters w, m, st, vw within brackets indicate weak, medium, strong and very weak 
intensity respectively.)
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Vapour Liquid Solid (present author)

Sponer & 
Smith 
(1941)

Swaine & 
M um iv ! 
(1933) !

Present author
A t about 

- 60 C At - I H O C

' 35 (l)o,k

56 (4b)e,k 50 (3)e,k

61 (4)e,k

178 (3) 172 (5 )± e , , k
81 (4 b)e,k m  (4)0,k

205 (wb) 202 (3) 200 (7)i<>, 1 k 2 1 0  (l)e 2 1 0  (lb)o

2 1 0  (2 ) 215 (0 ) ie , i-k 227 (3)e,k 227 (4)e,k

:i50 ŵ) 3 0 0  ( 1 ) 307 (2 )e,k 367 (0)(5 367 (0 )e

:i99 (111) 39!) (41)) .399 (1 l).i e.k.i 399 (5)(sk 399 (6 )e.k

428 (2) 430 (4) 1 e.k.i 43t) (l)(‘,k 430 (l)e,k

0J3 (vw) 530 (0) .531 (2 )e.k

005 (m) 000 (4) 005 (9)e,k.i 
744 (0 )e 
773 (3)e,k 
872 (0)e 
891 (l)e,k 
934 (l)e

665 (4)e,k 665 (5)j*,k

998 (st)
i
i 999(10) 

1018 (0 )
990 (I5)e,k,i ' 990 (7)e,k,i ' 990 (H)e,k,i

1050 (m, vb) ! 1070 (3b) 
1109(2)

1007 (5)e.k.i 
1108 (3)e,k

I067 (l)(',k 1 
I108d))e,k

1067 (2)e,k 
, 1108(0)e,k

1129 (m) 1126 (4)

1240 (0) 
1425 (0) 

; 14.50 (0) 
1544 (0)

1130 (9).-,k.i 
11.59 (3)e,k 
1253 (2)e,k 
1415 (2)e,k

Il30(2)e,k 
ll59(0)e ! 
1253 (0)e 
1415 ((be

1130(4)e,k 
! 1159(0)e 
I 1253 (0)e 
' 1415 (0)e

1590 (m) ■ 1.579 (.5b) 
! 1025 (0)

1582 ( i 0 )e,k 

2983 (l)k

1583 (4)e,k 1.583 (6 )e,k

3090 (st) .3070 (10) 3008 (12b)e,k,i 3065 (8 )e,k,i 
3080 (0 )e

3002 (9)e,k.i 
3080 (3)e,k

3169 (w) i 31.52 (2) j 3150 (2)0,k 3150 (0)e 3150 (0)e,k

(The letters w. m. st, vw, etc., within brackets indicate weak, medium, strong and very 

weak insensity respectively; and letter b indicates broad).
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Wh(‘n liquid solidified and cooled down to a temperature of—60^0,
the Raman lines at 150, 204, 243 and at 3067 cnr^ are found to shift respectively 
to 154,2( H), 251 and 3070 cm"^ The microphotomctric records reproduced in figure 1 
show that th(‘ intensities of these lines also undergo changes when the liquid is 
solidified and (tooled down to different low temperatures. The intensity of the 
line at 1500111“̂  increases while the line at 433cm~  ̂ becomes weaker at—ISO'̂ C. 
The most remarkable change, however, takes place in the pair at 468 and 487 
cm b Both these lines are fairly strong in the case of the liquid, but with 
solidification and cooling down of the solid to — 60°C, these two lines are 
replaced by a single line at 478 cm'b This line is much stronger than any 
individual rnend)er of the pair (vide fig. 1 ) and has a fre(]uen(5y-shift intermediate 
betwo(»n those of the two lines mentioned above. We can, therefore, conclude 
that the two lines mergti into one another in the case of the crystal at low tem
peratures. Tlie Raman spectra of ortho and meta dichlorobenzene in the vapour 
state were studied ])reviously by Sponer and Kirby-Smith (1941). They observed 
only the line at 487 (uu  ̂ whik‘ the line 468 cnr^ was absent in the case of the 
va])our. In order to find out whether the change' in this dc^ublet takes pla(u* gra
dually with rise of temperature of the liquid, the Raman sy)ectrum of liquid 
at 1 1 0 °C was also studi('d. The microphotomctric records reproduced in figure 
I show that the lim* at 468 cm"' becomes weaker when the liquid is heated to 
1 1 0 ‘''’C. These results can be explained on the assumption that the line at 468 
cm"  ̂ is dnv. to dimers and the line 487 cm"' is due to the monomers ])resent in the 
liquid and that th(' number of dimers diminishes with rise of temperature 
and the dimers disappear in the vapour statue. In the cast̂  of the solid 
state, however, the dimeric molecules are under uniform intermolecular field 
and this may (4iange the frequency a little so that a line at 478 cm ' is 
produced.

The liu(̂  487 cm"' was assigned to the carbon ring vibration of symmetry cj; 
(Nordheim and Sponer, 1943). I t has been concluded now that the line 468 
(‘m"' is also due to such a mode in the dimer formed by the association of molc(*ules 
in the liquid. The presence of ])ermanent electric moment seems to be rc'spon- 
sible for this type of influence', because in the case of para dichlorobenzene no such 
change is observed in the corresponding line at 330 cm“'. Jn the liquid the 
molecules can orient freely and it appears that strongly associated pairs can b(̂  
formed in the liquid. In the case of the solid state of o-CgĤ OL̂  the influent;e 
of regularly arranged dipoles around each dipole acts in opposition and the 
resultant influence is less than that in the case of an isolated associated pair 
of dipoles.

One of the strong lines at 150 cm"' of 0-C8H4CI2 in the liquid state has 
not been detected by Sponer and Kirby-Sraith (1941) on the spectrogram for 
the vapour state of the substance. In the solid state, this line becomes more



intense and shows an increase in the frequency-shift. Hence the origin of 
this line should also be attributed to dimers formed by the polar molecules 
of O-C0H4CI2 in the liquid state. This line due to deformation oscillation in the 
dimer is totally deploarised probably due to the presence of a symmetry 
element.

In the case of m-dichlorobenzene, the line at 215 cnr^ shifts to 227 cnr* 
and becomes relatively stronger when the substance is solidified and cooled down 
to different low temperatures. The first line at 172 cnr^ of the liquid m-CeH4Cl2 

seems to disappear completely in the solid ^tate ŵ hile the line at 2(H) cnr^ shifts 
to 2 1 0  cm"̂  and becomes diffuse and weaker with solidification of the substance. 
The photometric records of these lines due to molecular vibration of the substance 
in different states have been reproduced in figure 2. The line at 172 cm~̂  which 
disappears with solidification and the line at 200 cm~̂  whicdi has a very small 
intensity in the solid state may be both due to some deformation vibration in 
the single molecule and the line 215 cm“̂  may be due to similar vibration in 
the associated group or a dimer. In the solid state most of the molecules form 
associated groups and the line at 215 due to this mode in the associated group 
becomes stronger wdiile the other two become' weaker. Further, in the 
case of m-dichlorobenzene we get a broad line at IlObH due to the (/-H valence 
oscillation of the molecmles in the licpiid phase, while in the solid state at 
• >180®C we get, instead, a pair of relatively sharp lines at 3062 and 30S0 cm~̂  
respectively. These two lines arc broad in the li(|uid j)hase and apf>ear as a single 
broad band, w hile in the solid state they are shar]) and are resolved into two 
distinct lines.

The substances studied in the present investigation are both polar and 
the j»rincipal changes in the vibrations take jdace at a temperature not much 
beloŵ  their freezing points. This rc'sult is in agreement w ith that obtained 
by Swamy (1953), who noticed that some changes occur in the absorjdJon 
bands of o-dichloro-benzene even at a femperature of — 50"C of the solidified 
mass.

{b) Low-freqtiency lines :

The microphotometric records reproduced in figure 3 shoŵ  that o-dich- 
lorobenzene in the solid state at gives rise to a single and intense
now line at 25 cm"̂  in the low-frequency region. With lowering of tempe
rature of the solidified mass to —180°C, this line at 25 cm  ̂ disappears while 
three other new lines appear at 6 8 , 81 and 92 cm“̂  resi>ectivcly. The line at 81 
cm~̂  has intensity comparable to that of some of the intense lines due to molecular 
vibrations. The microphotometric records given in figure 4, show the low-fre
quency lines exhibited by the nieta compound in the solid state at —60 C and
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— 180°C. At — 60̂ 'C the crystal produces broad and intense Raman lines at 66 

and 81 cm  ̂ respectively. When the polycrystalline mass is gradually cooled 
down to - 1800, the broad band at 56 (air' splits up into two intense and sharp 
lines at. 50 and 61 cnr', whih  ̂the liaud at 81 cnr' shifts to 89 cm ' and becomes 
morĉ  intense and sharper. Also a new line at 35 cm^ appears with the lowering 
of teniperatun^ to — 180°C.

It would be interesiJng to eoni})are these results with those observed in the 
case of p-dichlorohenzene, beiaiusc such a comparison would reveal the influenc.c 
of relative positions of th(̂  sami' substituent atoms in the midecule on the nature 
of the Jtaman spc'ctrum in the low-frequeiuiy region. The low-frcqucncy lines 
exhibited by the crystals of these tliree isomers at ditferent temperatures are given 
in Table 111. The frecpieneies foi* p-diehlorobenzene crystal are taken from 
the results nqairted by Ray (1951).

T a b l e  111

A c  in c n r

c-( V.H eiyst al I cryslal (Tyslal

at iilumt
OO'C i\i -I80'(^

lit iiliuut lit iibout 
00"(’ 111 - I80^C 28''f’ Ht ISOT

(3)

35(1) 17(3) 1 1 1  (.-1)

40 (2) :!0 (4)

.50 (41>) 50 (3) 50 (2) , 55 (3)

(KS (2) 01 (4) 1)1 (4s)

SI (3) HI (4b) SO (4) 83 (2b) 10() (3s)

1)2 (11)) ! 127 (0)

The results given in Table 111 can be used to test the correctness of the 
suggestion put forward by Korshunov (1950). According to the explanation 
ofi’ered by him some of the faint lines observed in the low-frequency region in the
cas(̂  of p-dichlorobenzene are due to translational oscillations which are forbidden 
in the case of centro-syminetrical crystals. In the Raman spectra of the asymmetric 
molecules of o- and /w-Ĉ jĤ Clo tliese lines arc expected to be much stronger than 
in the case of s>Tnmetric molecules of the para compound, but contrary to this 
expectation the number of new lines in the low-frequency region in the crystals



of para compound is muc*!i greater Muiii those yielded l>y the ortho or the meta- 
compound. Hence, the explanation for tin* origin of three faint Ra-inan lin<\s 
at low temperature due to offered by Korshunov (HtoO) does not sennn
to be correct. The data given in Table 111 furtlua- show tha-t flie lowerliiL̂  of tem
perature of the crystals of these isomeric com])ounds always inereas(*s the number 
of new lines in the low-froqueney region and that the maximum number of such 
lines is exhibited by the crystal of at \ m  { \  The ultraviolet absorp-
tion spectra of ortho and para dichlorohenzene hav(‘ aln'ady been studied by Sirkar 
and Swamy (1952) and by Swamy (195:̂ ). The results indicat(‘ that- fhe angular 
oscillations of the molecules of these diehlorobenzenes cease at low tem])eratures. 
The increase in the number, and sometimes in the intensity of the lovv-fnH|iieriey 
Raman lines, therefore, definitely (‘ontradicts thehyjiotlu^sis t ha.t most of these new 
lines should originate from the angular oscillations of the inohMuile in the crystal 
lattice. On the other hand, a consistent ('xphuuition lor tin* change's in these 
new Raman lines in the low-fr('(|iiency region can lu' found by attributing them 
to the vibrations of groups of moh*(*ul(‘s fornual by association in the soliel state. 
In siK̂h a group of molecules tlu‘ nundier of low-frecjuc'ucv liiu*s can incrc'ase' 
at low(‘r temperatures du(‘ to association with n(‘xt raughbours. Such a-ssea-ia- 
tion with next neighbours at lower tem]>eratures disturbs tlu‘ symmetry of the 
associated grou]) and brings about- a- change in tlu' fiolarisa-bility of the grou]) 
during any of its resulting vibrations. This can satisfa(*torily ac<*ount for tlu‘ 
change in intensity of some of the low-frequ(‘Ucy liu(‘s with loweritig of tenqiera- 
tur(' of the crystal. Further, tlu' a])pearance of larger numlxu- of new Raman 
lines in the low-fre(|ueney region in the cast' of the crystals of the para. com])ound 
may be due to th(‘ fact that the Cl-atorns are at the two extrerm* etwls of the btmzt'iH' 
ring and this jirobably helps in the formation of huger inttTmoletadar com]>lcxes 
in the case of the para compountl. The enhanct'nu'nt in tlu' fre(|U(mcy-shifts 
of some of these new Raman lines in the low-fretjut'ncy rt'gion with lowering 
of temperature is evidently due to W\e increase in tlie strength of some of 
these virtual bonds at lower tem])crature. Th(' above discussion on the low- 
frequency Ramati s})Cetra of these' ttm'c isonu'ric molecules clearly slunvs that 
the neŵ  Raman lines in the low-fn*quency r(*gion in these crystals juimarily 
originate from the vibrations in associa-tcy) groups of moU'-culcs formed 
through virtual bonds in the solid state and that no otluir liyjxjthcsis cfin  

satisfactorily explain all the observed facts regarding the Raman s])ectra of 
these substances.
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